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Abstract:
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and sputter-induced photon emission (SIPE) data have been
analyzed using local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) models.
The secondary ion model used was that proposed by Andersen and Hinthorne, which uses the
Saha-Eggert equation. The photon emission data were analyzed using LTE plasma equations for
photon emission. The data were obtained from silicon samples doped with boron, phosphorus, and
arsenic, using argon, nitrogen, and oxygen beams.
The existence of LTE at the surface of solids during sputtering can be checked by comparing the
temperatures obtained from the secondary ions with those obtained from the photons emitted. The
temperatures obtained from the secondary ion data were 8400°K for N2^+ bombardment and 11,000°K
for 02^+ bombardment. The temperatures obtained from the photon emission data were 4240°K,
4860°K, and 4450°K for argon, nitrogen, and oxygen bombardment, respectively. Thus, LTE does not
appear to exist at the surface of solids during sputtering.
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ABSTRACT
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and sputterinduced photon emission (SIPE) data have been analyzed
using local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) mode l s .
The secondary ion model used was that proposed by Ander
sen and Hinthorne, which uses the Saha-Eggert equation.
The photon emission data were analyzed using LTE plasma
equations for photon emission.
The data were obtained
from silicon samples doped with boron, phosphorus, and
arsenic, using argon, nitrogen, and oxygen b e a m s .
The existence of LTE at the surface of solids during
sputtering can be checked by comparing the temperatures
obtained from the secondary ions with those obtained
from the photons emitted.
The temperatures obtained
from the secondary ion d^ta were 8400 K for Ng bombard
ment and 11,OOO0K for 0- bombardment. The temperatures
obtained from the photon emission data were 4240 K,
4860°K, and 4450°K for argon,,, nitrogen, and oxygen
bombardment, respectively.
Thu s , LTE does not appear
to exist at the surface of solids during sputtering.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Surface chemical analysis techniques have been
developed recently using the particles emitted during
low energy ( < 3 0 keV) ion bombardment of solids.
of the solid surface occurs

Erosion

J during such bombardment

and is usually referred to as sputtering.

The particles

emitted from the surface of the solid during sput
tering include backscattered primary beam ions, secon
dary atoms, ions, and molecules from the solid, electrons,
and photons.

This study will explore quantitative aspects

of the secondary ion emission and photon emission tech
niques .
The use of secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS)
in chemical analysis of solids has developed

rapidly

since the introduction of the ion microscope by Castaing

u
and Slodzian,
developed.

and many different SIMS systems have been

These include the ion microprobe,^ the

ion microprobe mass analyzer,^ and the static S I M S .^
A comprehensive review of these up to 1974 is given by
O

q

Lie b l . 'y

These SIMS systems typically consist 'of an

ion source to create the ions which bombard the solid,

2
a secondary ion energy filter, and a mass spectrometer
with detector.

The energy filter is necessary if one

is to obtain high mass resolution,

since the energy of

the secondary ions can vary from a few eV to hundreds
of eV.

Quadrupole mass spectrometers have been widely

adopted for the mass spectrometer component.
A second related techniques referred to as sputterinduced photon emission (SIPE) has been promoted as
a chemical analysis technique by White, Tolk and
Simms,10,11 and Tseng.12,1^

The systems typically

include an ion source, monochromator, and photo
multiplier detector.

The light emitted during

low energy ion bombardment of solids includes infra-red,
visible, ultraviolet,

and vacuum ultraviolet light.

Most of this light appears to originate from the excited
states of sputtered atoms,

ions, and molecules which

decay via photon emission after leaving the s o l i d . ' Other
light, such as background radiation1^ ’1^ and light
from atoms excited under channeling conditions,1 ^ also
appears to originate from molecules and atoms which
have left the surface.

Zivitz and Thomas,

17

however,

explain the background radiation using a model for

3
surface decay.
Both SIMS and SIPE techniques have been found to
be valuable in determining the chemical composition of
solids .

20

Using SIMS, one is able to detect

almost any elements in a solid.

The detection limit can

be as low as parts per billion for some elements, while
depth resolution can be as good as 10-50 A, and the
surface areas analyzed can be a.s small as
diameter.

2 ytf'm in

With SIPE, one can obtain similar depth

resolution, but SIPE cannot typically detect as low a
concentration as the SIMS techniques.
Although the two techniques offer much chemical
information on solids, their usefulness in analyzing
unknown materials has suffered greatly from the lack
of an acceptable method for relating experimental
observations to surface concentrations of the
atoms.

’

In order for the techniques to reveal

quantitative chemical information, a much better
understanding of the processes involved in creating
the ions and excited atoms must be obtained.
One presently available model, which was developed
27
by Andersen and Hinthorne, ' assumes that the sputtered

r

4
particles are emitted from a region of high temperature
that is in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE).

Plasma

equations developed for LTE are then applied to predict
the concentrations of elements in the original solid
from sputtered ion data.

The model has been used ex

tensively by Andersen and Hinthorne on ,a wide assortment
of materials, and the predictions match the known concentrations of many elements reasonably well.

28

Although their model is more capable of quantitative
predictions than any other present model, an adequate
understanding of why the model should explain sput
tered ion yields does not presently exist.

The intent

of this study is to compare the temperatures obtained
from secondary ion emission with those obtained from

(
sputter-induced photon emission.

If LTE exists on

the surface, photons emitted from excited sputtered
atoms should also be governed by the plasma equations
under L T E .

The experiments reported here allow a

critical test of the hypothesis that LTE exists for
silicon samples bombarded with argon, nitrogen and
oxygen b e a m s .
Temperatures were predicted from both secondary

5
ion emission data and photon emission data.

The

temperatures from the secondary ion emission data,
were obtained using the known concentrations of
impurities in the silicon samples.

The calculations

were performed by the computer program CARlSMA, which
was written by Andersen and Hinthorne .■ The temperatures
from photon emission data were obtained by comparing
the relative intensities of the Si I lines.

The

temperatures obtained from ion emission and from
photon emission differed by a factor of approximately
two.
In order to put the present work in perspective,
a review of sputtering models, secondary ion emission,
and photon emission is given in Chap. II.

The equip

ment used during this study is discussed in Chap. III.
The experimental results and discussion are contained
in Chap.

IV, while Chap. V summarizes the results

and conclusions of this study.

Additional secondary

ion emission models are summarized in Appendix A,
while the calculations using the computer program
CARISMA are discussed in Appendix B .

II.., BACKGROUND
The development of models to predict the sputtering
ratios

(number of target atoms emitted/incident ion)

has progressed rapidly in the past twenty y e a r s .

These

models have become well accepted, and the predictions
using these models are fairly accurate.

The models

used to predict secondary ions and photons during ion
bombardment a r e , however, much less accurate,
accepted,

less

and much less understood.

. .

This chapter includes a discussion of sputtering,
secondary ion emission, and photon emission during
ion bombardment of solids.

The sputtering ratio models

relevant to the ion beam conditions of this study are
discussed in Section A.

The secondary ion models

considered during this study are discussed in Section
B , while other secondary ion models are summarized in
Appendix A.

The chapter is completed with a discussion

of photon emission in Section C .
A.

Sputtering

\ A unified theory of sputtering which describes
experimental data for all energies of t h e ,incident ion

7
"beam has yet to "be developed.

Rather, the analysis of

sputtering h a s ■developed through models which tend to
fit"a specific region of incident energy.

’

The

region of interest for this study is from 5 keV to 20 keV
incident energies, using

4-

+

and Ar

4-

ion "beams.

Two sputtering models which have "been used extensively

29 and

in this region of energy .were developed "by Rol et a l .

S i g m u n d . A d d i t i o n a l information of interest has "been
given ."by other investigators.

SI- 2 tI

The model proposed "by Rol et al. assumes that only
the collisions of incident "beam with atoms near the
surface (within the first few monolayers) are important
for sputter emission.

The ion "beam imparts energy to

the atoms of the first few atomic layers as it passes
through the surface of the solid.

The "beam then continues

into the solid where it is implanted.

Although the

"beam continues to lose energy to the solid as it slows
down, it is only the losses to the first few atomic
layers that are important for R o l 's .sputtering model.
The energy transferred to the first few atomic layers
then institutes collisions among these atoms which cause
some to "be ejected from the surface.

The sputtering

8
ratio (number of target atoms emitted/incident ion) is
found to be proportional to the energy transferred in
the first collision and inversely proportional to the
mean free path for elastic collisions.

The equation

obtained by Rol et al. for the sputtering ratio is
given by:
■ I
M. M
• S=K-------.
--- ^ --- _ E
X(E)cos<£ (M1 + M 2 r

(I)

where M1 and M 2 are the mass numbers of impinging ion
and target atoms, E is energy of impinging particles,
K is a constant,

is the angle between the target

surface normal and incident beam, and

X

is the mean

free path for elastic collisions.
Sigmund, "^0 on the other hand, considers the energy
losses of the ion beam throughout its path in the solid.
The collisions of incident ions with solid atoms
initiate cascades of collisions due to the energetic
recoil of the solid atoms.

These collision cascades are

assumed to be governed by transport theory.

When the

cascades terminate on a surface atom with enough energy
to break the surface bonds, the atom is ejected.

Thus,

9
Sigmund's theory also includes energy transfer of the
ion beam within the solid which can cause ejection of
surface atoms via energetic recoil atoms and collision
cascades.
B.
I.

Ion Emission During Ion Bombardment

Experimental Data
The sputtering ratios (number of target atoms emitted/

incident ion) of pure metals will typically vary less
than a factor of 20 at 10 keV incident ion energy.

I 2
’

The sputtered ion yields (number of ions emitted from
target/total number of target atoms emitted), however,
o

can vary many orders of magnitude.
in Fig. I using an 11 keV
metals .^

This is illustrated

16 +
0 beam to bombard pure

The sputtered ion currents noted vary over

four orders of magnitude, while the sputtering ratios
for these materials typically vary less than a factor of •
ten.

In fact, Au would have a higher sputtering ratio

than Al,

yet the sputtered ion intensity is much lower

by a factor greater than 10 .
The sputtered ion yields are further complicated

37

by the composition of the surface.

The ion yields of

RELATIVE

INTENSITY

(orb.

units)

10

Z

FIG. I.

ATOMIC

NUMBER

Illustration of the relative secondary ion

currents obtained bombarding pure metals with an 11 keV
ion beam.

(Ref. 2?) •

11
elements which have a high affinity for oxygen can be
increased by a factor of 10 to 100 by sputtering the oxide
of that element instead of the pure element.

Likewise,

oxide formation can be produced using an oxygen beam to
O rp

sputter pure elements. '

Thus, when sputter removal
oO
reaches the depth of beam implantation,
.the solid sur
face is then composed of both the original solid elements
plus the element of the ion beam-

If an oxygen beam is

used, the solid's composition will include oxygen.
The energy distribution.of the sputtered ions
typically has a peak at a few eV but has a. high energy
tail which can extend to hundreds of e V ,39-44 R ecentiy
IseK
Ishitani, Tamura and Schinmiyo ^ have been able to
separate the energy distributions of sputtered surface
ions from bulk ions.

The results indicate that the

kinetic energy distribution of sputtered bulk ions can
be higher by several tens of an eV than surface ions.
2.

Quantum Mechanical Surface Models
One of the first attempts to explain the sputtered

ion yields was presented by Van der Weg and R

o

l

They

used the surface electronic transition models developed

12
JLl >7 .

by Hagstrum,

1 Fig. 2, to explain surface ionization

and neutralization of the sputtered species.

Resonance

transitions can occur via electron tunneling* which can
either neutralize a sputtered ion or create a sputtered
ion from a neutral sputtered atom.

Likewise, the sur

face Auger transitions allow the possibility of either
ion creation or annihilation.

The probability that a

particle will escape the surface without undergoing a
transition is given by:
P ^ exp(-A/av)

(2)

where v is the velocity component of the particle per
pendicular to the surface, A is the transition r a t e , and
a is the characteristic distance from the surface.

The

transition probability depends greatly on both the par
ticle velocity and the electronic structure of both the
solid surface and the sputtered particles.

Others who

have more recently used these transitions to explain
secondary ion emission results include Cini,

MacDonald,^

Benninghoven,"^ and Van der Weg et al."^
3 .

Thermodynamic Models
Thermodynamic models have been developed using

Me t a l

Me t a l

At om

(a)

FIG. 2.

Met al

Atom

(b)

Atom

(c)

Surface electronic transition models developed by Hagstrum: (a)

resonance transitions; I neutralization and 2 ionization,
zation , and (c) Auger de-excitation.

(Ref. 4?)

(b) Auger neutrali

14
three approaches.

The first attempt involved ,the use

50

of the Saha-Langmuir equation by Benninghdvensv

J

Q.
OYo e x p ((^ - I .)/kT)

(3)

<$> is the work function, I . is the ionization

where

potential for element j, and Q .

J

and Q.° are the parti-

J.

tion functions for the ion and neutral atoms of element
j•

Benninghoven was not able to obtain a good fit with

the equation.

However, the equation is similar to the

equation of Andersen and Hinthorne^^ which obtains good
results.

The difference in results is related to the

use of the temperature term in the equation, for Coles'^
has shown that they are basically the same equation.

The

difference is that the electron density of Andersen and
Hinthorne’s model has been transformed into a surface
potential term in the Saha-Langmuir equation.

53

Jurelavv has transformed an equation developed by
Dobretsov for non-equilibrium ion emission from hot.sur
faces into an equation which predicts the sputtered ion
yields.

Jurela started with Ddbretsov1s equation for

the degree of ionization of positive ions in the absence

15
of thermodynamic equilibriums

Qexp(-

0G
V

(4)

)

k T

where I 1(Xc ) is the ionization potential of element j
at the critical distance for change exchange, X q .
expression for the ionization potential used was

The

s .

I ' (Xc ) = I - 6..5V a

(5)

where I is the ionization potential of the free atom
and a is the lattice parameter. The results Jurela ob
tained were very good for both positive and negative
-j-

ion yields.

The temperatures predicted using and Ar

beam to bombard silicon were approximately 5000° K.
As mentioned before, the thermodynamic model
of Andersen and Hinthorne^

has been used for a large

variety of materials and has been able to predict
good quantitative results.

The model assumes that

a plasma exists on the surface of solids during sput
tering which can be described using equations devel
oped for pla.smas in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE).
The equation which predicts ion concentrations in such

16
a plasma is the Saha-Eggert equation:

N +

2Qf

log^
oQy
) ~
Il^
og
o ) + 1*5 log T.
vNM .
^ 15*38
^ +’ sv("-Q^
Q.1
46-)

5o4o(lj - A e )
- log N

where N. /N.0 is
<%• , A E is the coulomb depression
J
term and N g is the electron density.
The unknowns on
the right side of E q . (6) are temperature and electron
density.

Thus, if one knows the temperature and

electron density,

one can calculate the ratio of ions'

to neutrals for all elements within the plasma.

Mea

suring the ion yields' then allows one to predict the
concentrations of elements within the plasma.
In order to obtain the temperature and electron
density of the plasma, Andersen and Hinthorne typically
use the known concentrations of two elements within a
sample.

These concentrations are determined by other

techniques such as electron probe and wet chemical
analysis.

The concentrations of all other elements in

the sample are estimated using these determined values

17
of T and N .
e
In order to account for the increase in ion yields
37
of metal atoms when oxygen i s 'present, Andersen^ assumes
that thermionic emission of electrons occurs as the ions
leave the surface, Fig. 3•

The presence of oxygen

during sputtering causes oxides to form at the surface
which increase the work function of the surface, de
creasing thermionic emission and increasing the ion
yield.

Although the model appears to explain some data,

Blaise and Slodzian-^ have found during their workfunction measurements that oxygen does not always in
crease the work function of metals.

The applicability

of their measurements to the electron emission potentials
of interest is not clear however.

Williams and Evans

have recently found that the negative ion yields of
some metals increase when oxygen is present,-56,57 which
cannot be accounted for by increases in work function.
The model does however make the thermodynamic
plasma model much easier to interpret.

Thermionic

emission will reduce by the same fractional amount all
ions of the same charge, if they have the same velocity
normal to the surface.

The process depends on the charge

P ~ exp ( - <j> / k T )

SAMPLE
SURF ACE
ION

FIG. 3 •

Illustration of the neutralization process considered by Andersen,

the thermionic emission of an electron.
obtain an energy of

Z

The electron on the surface must

to neutralize the ion.

(Ref. 37)

19
of the sputtered species but not on the electron levels
of the sputtered ions as the other charge exchange pro
cesses do, Fig. 2.

Others have used the thermodynamic

models to analyze their data.
obtained good results with

Typically, they have

temperatures of 3 0 0 0 ° -

1 5 ,0 0 0 ° K.-58-66

4.

Summary of Theories
The theories mentioned here and in Appendix A

may be divided into two classes:

(l) those that assume

neutral particles leave the solid and are ionized while
leaving the solid or after leaving the surface; and (2)
those that assume the ions are formed prior to leaving
the solid but can be neutralized while leaving the
solid.

At present, no theory adequately describes all

of the data quantitatively with the desired accuracy.
The thermodynamic model of Andersen,and Hinthorne
presently gives the best quantitative interpretation of
the data.

It also can be checked independently by

analyzing the light emitted from excited atoms decaying
via photon emission, which is the goal of this research.
Thus, this research has concentrated mainly on the
validity of the thermodynamic model of Andersen and

20
Hinthorne for silicon samples.
C.
I.

Photon Emission During Ion Bombardment

Experimental Data.
The use of sputter-induced photon emission (SIPE)

as an analytical chemistry technique has proceeded
6?
rapidly since the work of Van der Weg and Bierman, '

White and Tolk,

and Tseng.

White et al. have

named the technique SCANIIR (surface composition by
analysis of neutral and ion impact radiation), while
Tsong refers to it as IBSCA (ion beam spectrochemical
analyzer).
During low energy ion bombardment of solids, photons
in the infra-red, visible, ultra-violet, and vacuum
ultraviolet are emitted.

The photon emission spectra

typically consists of rather sharp lines and backgroundlight which is more continuous ,1 0 » »1-511 ? »6 8 ,69

The

intensity of the light is a strong function of the
surface chemistry.

Typically the light intensity is

greater on targets with higher cohesive energy.

When

oxygen is allowed to react with metals, the intensity
of light emitted usually increases.

21
The experimental results during the bombardment
of silicon are of specific interest for this study.
White et a.1.

have found that the line width of the

silicon 2882 A line is a function of the surface chem
istry.

This is illustrated in Fig. 4.

An argon beam

with an energy of 80 keV was used to bombard both a
silicon sample and a silicon dioxide sample.

The

width of the radiation was much smaller for the silicon
dioxide sample than the silicon sample.

This will be

discussed further in the next section.
The intensity of the silicon 2882 A line was also
much lower in silicon than in silicon dioxide, when Ar
was used to sputter the samples.

This is. illustrated in

84
Fig. 5» again using the results of White et a.l. ' The
intensity of the 2882 A line decreased as the silicon
dioxide layer on the silicon was sputter removed.
Similar oxygen enhancements of aluminum photon signals
have been observed by Kerkdijk and Kelley
Thomas and Kluizenaar.^

’'

and

Thus-, oxygen enhances both

the ion signals and the photon signals from met a l s .
This will also be discussed further in the next section.
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Illustration of the width of the SiI

2882 A line emitted during 80 keV Ar+ bombardment of
(a) silicon and (b) silicon dioxide.

The resolution

of the monochromator was approximately I A.

(Ref. ?0 )•
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FIG. 5.

Illustration of the emission intensity

of the SiI 2882 A line during 5 keV Ar+ bombardment
of a. silicon dioxide film on a silicon substrate.
(Ref. 7 0 )
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2.

Present Theories on Photon Emission
The sharp lines of the sputter-induced photon

emission spectrum are believed to originate from neu
tral atoms and ions which leave the surface in an excited
state.After

leaving the surface they decay via

electron transition and photon emission as essentially
free atoms and ions.

This is experimentally supported

by the sharp lines obtained ^ ’^ ^ ^

and the observation

of light originating some distance from the sample. 7 8
The enhancement of radiation when oxygen is added
appears to fit the arguments presented by Van' der Weg
and B i e r m a n , ^ Tolk et a l .
Martin et a l . ^

White, e t .a.l. ,^

and

They assume that the oxygen reaction

with copper and silicon reduces the number of surface
transitions' via the resonance and Auger process

(Fig. 2).

Thus, the model assumes that the excitation of the sput
tered particles occurs before leaving the surface.

The

oxygen introduces a large band gap at the surface, reducing
the number of resonance and Auger transitions of the
excited sputtered atoms..

Thus, oxygen alters the

electronic surface structure reducing the number of
these non-radiative transitions and increasing the
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photon intensity.. ■
The reduction in resonance and Auger transitions
when oxygen is present has been used to explain the dif
ferences in the line width of silicon samples and sili
con dioxide samples (Fig. 4).^

The larger line width

for the silicon sample is due to a reduction in the
number of sputtered low velocity excited particles
leaving the surface, because of resonance and Auger
de-excitation.

The excited atoms which do leave the

surface and subsequently decay via photon emission have
a higher average velocity &nd a larger deviation than
the excited atoms from silicon dioxide.

Thus, the

Doppler shift is greater; giving a larger line width.
Recently several investigators have applied plasma
equations to photon emission data in a spirit similar
to Andersen's plasma model of ion emission.

The first

recent attempt was done by K a t o , Shimizu, and Ishitani
4using samples of Al and A l ^ bombarded with an Ar
beam.

Plasma temperatures of 3000-4300° K were cal

culated using the Al sample, while temperatures of
4700-9700° K were calculated using the AlgO^ samples.
Recently, Martin and .MacDonald

and Tseng D have

8l
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tried to fit their photon data using plasma equations.
Martin and MacDonald used Cr, Fe,. Ni, Cu, Zni and Sn
samples and an Ar

beam and were able to obtain a.

good fit for their da t a .

The calculated temperatures

ranged from 3300-5450° K for those metals.

Tseng's

results on NiFe alloys, however, did not fit the local
thermodynamic equilibrium model as w e l l .
Thus, the sputter-induced photon emission process
is also not well understood.

The results tend to in

dicate that the excited atoms are produced prior to
leaving the surface.

In several cases a. local thermo

dynamic equilibrium temperature has been fitted to
photon emission data with good results.

The present

approach is similar, to those previoulsly described but
uses silicon samples and compares photon temperature
predictions with ion temperature predictions using
Andersen and Hinthorne's model;.

III.

A.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
a n d Pr o c e d u r e s
Secondary Ion Emission

The secondary ion mass spectroscopy system used during
this study to obtain secondary ion data is illustrated in
Fig. 7 .

The system is owned and operated by Sandia Lab

oratories in Albuquerque.

It was manufactured by Applied

Research Laboratory and is described in detail by Liebl^
and Andersen.^^

The system has been given the name IMMA

(ion microprobe mass analyzer) by Liebl.
The beam ions are formed in a duoplasmatron ion
source.

After extraction from the source, the ions are

mass separated by bending the beam 9 0 ° with an electro
magnet.

Thus, one is able to obtain very pure bea m s .

Beams of N^

and

were used during this study.

passing through lenses and positioning plates,

the ion

beam then strikes the surface at normal incidence.
beam was focused to 1 0 -1 5
of 100-200

After

The

fj.m and rastered over an area

yam by 100-200 /i m.

An electronic aperture was

used to gate the counting circuits so ions were counted .
only when the beam was in the inner 250 of the raster area.
This reduces greatly any crater edge effects during sput
tering.

ANODE

COUNTER

RECORDER

GAS

TARGET

ro
oo

SEC MAGNET

ELECTRIC

SECTOR

SAMPLE

FIG. 6 .

Schematic diagram of IMVLA system used for secondary ion emission.
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The sample was .biased approximately +1400 v o l t s .
This causes an electric field to develop between the
pickup electrode (PE) and sample which accelerates secon
dary positive ions into the pickup electrode.

In the

pickup electrode, the ion trajectories are aligned and
the beam is focused prior to entering the electrostatic
energy analyzer.

After the energy analyzer section, the

secondary ions are momentum separated by an electro-•
\
magnet and then are detected. During this study the
detector was operated in the pulse counting mode.

This

reduces greatly mass discrimination in the detector and
increases the signal to noise ratios of secondary ion
signals.
The system was pumped by a 400 l/sec noble ion p u m p .
__O
The base pressure of the system was < 2 x 10
tor r , while
_ rp

during operation the pressure was 4-6 x 10

' torr due to

the additional gas load of the duoplasmatron operation.
The duoplasmatron was operated in the 200-500 /jl m pres
sure range.

The primary beam was mass filtered.

.There

is also a cold plate near the. sample which was filled
with L N ^ , reducing water vapor, carbon dioxide, and
hydrocarbons near the sample.

Thus during sputtering
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Oh
the surface should be essentially free of contamination.
B.

Sputter-Induced Photon Emission System

The sputter-induced photon emission system used for
this study is illustrated in Fig. 7 and was assembled
at Montana -State University.
White et "al'.

It is similar to that of

and Tsong"*"^ except that the sensitivity

has been extended to the VUV by the following refinements:
(l) a vacuum monochromator,

(2 ) a CaFg lens instead of

quartz, and (3 ) a detector using the fluorescent property
of sodium salicylate®-^ to detect the UV-VUV radiation.
The ion source used was a duoplasmatron ion source
(Model 350) manufactured by General lonex.

The source

could be biased from 1-30 kV relative to the extraction
electrode, which was grounded.

The ion beam energy is

thus determined by the voltage of the ion source.

Fol

lowing the extraction electrode is an einzel lens for
focusing the ion beam.

Before impacting the sample, the

ion beam passes through two apertures.
approximately l/ 8

The last is

inch diameter.

The beam impacts the 1/4” x 1/4” silicon sample at
an angle of 450-with respect to the surface normal.

The
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FIG. 7 .

Illustration of the sputter-induced

photon emission equipment.
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sample was biased at 80 volts to reduce the secondary
electron current leaving the sample.

The lens and mono

chromator entrance path was mounted at 9 0 ° with respect
to the ion beam and 6 0 ° with respect to the sample normal
A calcium fluoride lens with a focal length of
50 mm was used to focus the light emitting from the

sample into the monochromator slits.

The spectral

response of the lens was reduced significantly for
photons with wavelengths less than 1600 A.

The mono

chromator was a McPherson Model 235 vacuum mono• .

chromator using a. 600 l/mm grating blazed at 1500 A.
The slits were typically set at I mm width which cor
responds to a band pass of approximately 40 A.
The detector system consisted of a sodium salicylate
coating on the vacuum face of a glass window at the exit
slit of the monochromator followed by'a photomultiplier.
The photomultiplier used was an EMI 9635B (bialkali).
has a spectral response from 6000 A to 3000 A.

The

fluorescence property of sodium salicylate provided
detection of light from the window cut off down to
wavelengths of approximately 1000 A by converting the
higher energy photons to photons within the response of

It
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OC
the photomultiplier. D

•
Photons in the range 6000 A to

3000 A would pass through the sodium salicylate coating
and be detected directly by the photomultiplier.

The

sodium salicylate increases the spectral response of the
photomultiplier and also gives a fairly flat quantum
efficiency response in the region of fluorescence.

The •

photomultiplier was operated in the analog mode and the
current was measured with a Keithley 621 electrometer.
The relative spectral response of the monochromator
and detector system was measured using a deuterium lamp
for the wavelength region 2 9 00 A to 2100 A .

The response

was found to be essentially flat (-20 $) within this
region of the spectrum.

The errors were not found to

affect the results significantly.

Thus, the intensity

within this region is directly proportional to detector
current.
The vacuum pumps for the system include a six inch
diffusion pump for the main chamber and one for the mono
chromator .

Liquid nitrogen was used in the main chamber

trap while the monochromator trap was water cooled.

Base

pressures were < 6 x 1 0 -^ torr and < 2 x 10 ^ torr for
the main chamber and monochromator respectively.

When the
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source was operating, the chamber pressures were <(3 x 10~^
torr with a nitrogen beam, and
argon beam, and

<^3 x 10

—

6

<7

x 1 0 "^ torr with an

torr with an oxygen beam.

The

beam current densities used during this study were
p

0.1-0 .8 ma./cm .

It is believed that with these current

densities the samples were kept relatively clean of
contamination in the vacuum used.
The primary beam is not mass separated as in the
case of the ion microprobe mass analyzer.
not able to select only

Thus,

one is

beams from the source.

The

nitrogen beam will consist of both N^+ and N+ ions:
likewise,
0

the oxygen beam will consist of both O^+ and

ions, plus any contamination.

Experience with the

IMMA duoplasmatron source indicates that the molecular
ion species will be more plentiful by a factor of 2 to
10.

Care was taken to regulate the gas pressure in

the General Ionex duoplasmatron so that the ratio of
species would remain relatively constant throughout the
experiments.

The effect of having both

and N

or

both 0 2+ and O+ species bombarding the sample is to have
a shift in the impact energy of the beam.

A 20 keV

beam will probably disassociate at impact into two N+
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“beams with the 20 keV energy being shared between the
two particles.

A 20 keV N

20 keV into the sample.

both Ng

and N

beam energy.

beam will carry all of the

Thus, the effect of having

beams is to no longer have a unique
The amount of contamination emitted from

the source is not accurately known, but it was assumed
to be small for this analysis.

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION

A.
I.

Secondary Ion Emission

Experimental Results
The secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) data

were

obtained using Sandia's IMMA system discussed in Chapter
III.

The source extraction voltage was 20 keV and the

sample voltage was approximately 1400 V.

Thu s , the

primary beam energy when ,impacting the sample was ap
proximately 18.6 keV.

The samples used were silicon

wafers doped with boron, phosphorus, and arsenic.

The

arsenic was diffused into a silicon wafer, while boron
and phosphorus were implanted into silicon w a f e r s .

The

arsenic concentration profile was obtained using Rutherford
backscattering.

The concentrations of boron and phosphorus

were obtained by combining the sputtering rates obtained
from the arsenic sample with the known implantation
density ( l O ^ / c m 2 ).
A typical mass spectrum from a silicon sample bom
barded with a Ng+ beam is illustrated in Fig. 8 .
spectrum includes 2 ^Si+ , 2^Si+

The

3 0 Si*, 7 0 Si 2 N+ , 7 1 Si 2 N+ ,

7 2 Si,N+ . 1 4 SI+*, l 4 ^ S i ++, 1 ^Si++,- 1 V , ' 4 2 SiN+ , 4 3 SiN+ ,
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^SiN*,

-^Si2+ ,

and ^®Si2+ .

The u p p e r .numbers

denote the mass-to-charge ratio (m/e), while the lower
numbers have been used to denote the amount of that ele
ment in the molecular ion.

Since silicon has three

isotopes (2 8 , 2 9 » and 30 amufe, with natural abundances
of 9 2 .2 %, 4. 7% and 3

*

respectively)all

ions con

taining silicon will reflect these isotopes and their
abundance.

There is a large Si

signal as expected;

however, there are also a large number of molecular ions,
especially

70

+
SigN .

This is somewhat surprising and

has yet to be accurately modeled.

2<
Although Benninghoven ^

has developed an empirical model to predict molecular
i o n s , t h e s e results do not appear to fit his ,.model.
Ofi

It is difficult to resolve the
the 2 8 N^+ peak.

Thus,

4.

Si

peak from

in this study the 2 ^Si+ signal

was used to determine the total silicon signal, by
accounting for the isotope abundance.

The ^ N + signal

was obtained by subtracting the expected ^^Si++ signal'
from the total m/e = 14 signal.
signal was obtained from the

vSi

The expected "*"^Si++
isotope signal and

its abundance.
A typical mass spectrum of silicon being bombarded
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with an

beam is illustrated in Fig.

ion signal of

28

Si

+

is the largest.

include 29SI+ , 30SI+ , ^

1t6SiO+ ,' 1V ,

9*

Again the

Other species present

36"38Si2+ ,

72-7^gj_^o+ , 88Si2Og+ , and 80SiOg+ . As in the case of
the Ng

beam, bombardment results in many sputtered

molecular ions.

The molecular ion signals are much

lower than the ^ S i + signal by a factor of ten or
greater, while during N^+ bombardment the ^ S i g N + signal
was approximately 1/2 the size of the
count rate of the

28

Si

4-

Si

signal during Og

+

signal *

The

bombardment

was approaching the saturation limit of the detector;
therefore, the

29

Si

4“

signal was again used to obtain the

total silicon signal.
The samples used for the secondary ion mass spectros
copy analysis were silicon wafers with arsenic diffusion,
boron implantation,and phosphorous implantation.

The con

centration of arsenic in the arsenic sample was calibrated
by S . T . Picraux using Rutherford Backscattering (RBS) an
alysis and is illustrated in Fig. 10.

Ion probe

(SIMS)

data was fitted to the RBS data to obtain arsenic ion yield
and sputtering rates.

The arsenic profile as measured
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for a silicon sample bombarded with O + beam.
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FIG. 10.

Arsenic diffusion profile in silicon

wafer as measured by backscattering,
resistivity.

IMMA, and
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Toy the resistivity of a similar sample is included for
comparison.

Resistivity measurements only account for

electrically active arsenic, which saturates at a high
concentration.

This results in the difference in the

curves at high concentrations

( > 2 x 1 0 20 / c m ^ ).

The arsenic sample was used to determine the sputtering rate for both an

and 0.

beam, which is used

to determine the boron and phosphorus concentrations.
This was done using two points on the arsenic profile
and measuring the sputtering time required.

The first

point used was the peak in ion probe signal near the
310 A depth, Fig. 10.
This small peak occurs for
+
+
both 0 ^ and
bombardment. It is related to the

enhancement of the secondary ion signal with reactive
gas bombardment and the establishment of surface con
centration equilibrium with the implanted beam.

The

actual arsenic concentration does not change much from
the silicon surface to a depth of 300-400 A.

Rather, the

peak is related to the chemistry of the sputtering
elements from the beam.

The depth at which this reaches

equilibrium is related to the implantation depth of
the ion beam.

The peak was assumed to occur near 350 A
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using a N

"beam; the difference "being related to dif

ferences in implantation depths of primary b e a m . A
second point was taken for the
mately 1600 A into the surface.

data at approxi
The sputtering rates

obtained using this procedure are 6.8 A/sec for the
N^+ beam and 7•? A/sec for the
density

beam at a current

2

of I ma/cm vand a. beam energy of 18.6'keV.

The errors are expected to be less than * 20%.

The

arsenic concentration at 310-350 A was taken to be 1.4$

(±20$).
The boron sample used was a silicon wafer implanted
with 20 keV
ion yield of

ions for a total of lO^B/cm^.

The

versus sputtering time using a N^+

beam is illustrated in Fig. H .

The boron implantation

profile goes deeper into the silicon than one would
expect from theory.

38

This is probably due to collisions

of the beam particles with solid atoms which cause
energetic recoil of the boron atoms, knocking them
deeper into the solid (knock-on). 8 8 ,8 9

This .

would not be surprising since boron .is a light element
and sputtering collisions could push it further into

SPUTTERI NG

RAT E

1.1 A / sec

2000
SPUTTERI NG

FIG. Il .
sputtering time

TIME

2500

3000

(sec)

Ion yield of boron from silicon implanted with boron versus
using

beam.
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the sample.

In order to obtain the concentration as a

function of depth, the ion signal was assumed to be
proportional to concentration.

The ion signal was then

integrated over the sample depth to obtain the propor
tionality constant.

The integral being equal to the

surface concentration of 10

B/cm , the concentration

of boron at the peak in ion signal was found to be '
approximately 0 .013 $.
The boron profile obtained using an oxygen beam is
illustrated in Fig. 12 •

The

Si

signal has been added

to illustrate that the boron profile occurs after the
surface concentration of,the beam element has reached
equilibrium.

Again, the boron profile appears to go

deeper into the silicon than expected, and this is probably
due to knock-on effects.

The boron concentration as

a function depth was again obtained by integrating the
ion count rate and relating the integral to the surface
concentration of 1 0 "*"^B/cm^.

The boron concentration

at the. peak in ion.signal was 0 .0 1 1 $.
The phosphorus sample used was a silicon wafer 1
implanted with 50 keV

31 +
P

concentration of 1 0 ^ P / c m ^ .

ions for a total surface
The ion yield of

P*
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versus sputtering time is illustrated in Fig. 1 3 , using
an N2+ beam.

The large knock-on effects that were noted

for boron do not appear in the phosphorus profile.

This

is probably due to the larger mass of phosphorus, which
reduces the knock-on effects.

The concentration of the

peak in ion signal was obtained using the same techniques
that were used for boron (integrating over depth), and
it was found to be 0.029%.
The phosphorus profile using an oxygen beam is
illustrated in Fig. 14.

Again no large knock-on effects

of the profile were observed.

The 2 ^Si+ signal is again

displayed to illustrate that the phosphorus profile
occurs mostly after surface equilibrium has occurred.
The concentration at the ion signal peak was ..calculated
using previously discussed techniques and was found to

be 0.023#.
The differences found when using

and

beams to obtain the boron and phosphorus concentrations
at ion signal peaks are within the errors expected.
The sputtering uncertainties are expected to be 20 #,
while the ion signal variations are expected to be at
least 10 #.

The concentration determined may thus
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be in error by JOfo to 50%.
. The ion yields and concentrations used for analysis
are tabulated in Table I.
The signals have all been
P Q -Jnormalized to a
Si signal of I Mcts/sec. Actually, '
-Jthe 0
beam values are nean those count rates, but
the count rate data obtained using
a factor of 30-40- lower.

beam would be

'

The nitrogen and oxygen con

centration values listed are those calculated assuming
that the impinging ion beam is completely implanted
into the solid and can be removed only by the sputtering"
process.

The actual surface concentration would be

lower but not higher than this value,

if backscattering

were included.

2.

Data Analysis
As was mentioned previously, the thermodynamic

model of Andersen

is used to interpret the secondary

ion data. . The model assumes that a plasma exists at the
surface of the solid during sputtering, which is assumed
to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE).

If

this assumption is made., one can then apply the -SahaEggert equation, which is given in log form in E q .(6 ).
The equation predicts ratio of ions to neutrals for a
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TABLE I.

The normalized count rate data and atomic

concentrations obtained.

ION
SPECIES

2

+

BEAM

Count Rate
(cts/sec)

BEAM

Count Ratd

tration

l(cts/sec)

Without
Nitrogen

Concen-

Nation

Without
Oxygen

2 ?Si+

IO6

98.6

10 °

98.6

1
V

580

0.013

500

0.011

3 Ip+

256

0.029

429

0.023

T^As+

6345

1.4

8462

1.4

1V
1V
^^SiO+

6 . 9 x IO^|<7 8 (total)

4
9-4 x 10 < 7 6 (total)
6.44 x 1 0 "'
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given element when a plasma is in LTE and is given "by:
+

N .
N
-f

where

3

and

2Qj+ (2 7rMekT ) 3 //2
I 1 - AE)
--e
x
p
(—
------- )
o.
N h3
e
Qj
o

(7)

are the density of ions and neutral

a.toms of elements j, respectively; Q .+ and Q . 0 are the
partition functions for ions and atoms of element J

res

pectively; I. is the ionization energy of element j ;
A e is the ionization potential depression due to coulomb
interaction ( A E =

I .'714 ^/P^/T);

T is the temperature;

N g is the electron density; Pg is the electron pressure
(related to N@ by the ideal gas law); Mg is the mass
of electroni k is the Boltzmann constant; and h is
Planck's constant.
The two unknowns on the right side of the equation
are T

and-N ■ (or"P g ).

Andersen and Hinthorrie typically

obtained values for T and P g using the known concen
trations of two elements in the solid.

Values for

T and P

are varied to obtain the best.fit of predicted
e
concentrations with the two known concentrations?
The

value of T and Pg obtained from matching the predicted
and known concentrations of two elements

is then used
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to predict the concentrations of other elements within
the sample.
As mentioned above, T and P g are varied to obtain
the best fit between the known and predicted concentration
of two elements within the sample.

The region that T

and Pg are allowed to vary is illustrated in Fig. 15
The curve within the region was obtained from values
of T and Pg determined from experimental data.
This curve is sometimes used to obtain T and P g when only
one elemental concentration is known.

During this study,

some values of T and Pg outside of this region were used
to fit the data, but this did not improve predictions.
The Saha-Langmuir equation has also been used to
predict the ion concentration during sputtering.

This

equation, which is now shown, is actually the Saha-Eggert'
equation transformed into parameters more useful for
solids.^

The electron pressure versus temperature

predictions for constant work functions are similar to
the curve in Fig. 1 5 .

It is assumed that the flux of

electrons thermionically emitted from the surface is
given by the Richardson-Dushman equation:

Jg = (47rMe(kT)2/h3 ) exp (-^>/kT)

(81)
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where

<f> is the work function of the surface, and Mg

should actually be replaced by the effective electron
mass.

If one assumes that the electrons emitted fit a

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, the average speed of the
electrons will be:
V0 = ( S k V T r M g )1/ 2

(9)

Assuming that the electrons are emitted from points on
the surface with a cosine distribution function,

one

obtains the flux as a function of electron density as
follows:

Je = (1/4) Ne Ve

(10)

The electron density is then given by:
(2(2 7rM0 kT) 3 / 2/ h 3 ) exp(-<£/kT)

N0 =

Using this value of N 0 in E q . (7 ) and dropping the
term, one obtains

(.11)

A

E

the Saha-Langmuir equation:
+

—

+

= —
J

exp« <*> - IjJAT)
j

(12)
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Note, that the equations are basically the same except
that electron density in the Saha-Eggert equation has
been replaced by a surface potential term in the SahaLangmuir equation.
The log of electron pressure from E q . (ll) has been
plotted as a function of temperature and work function
in Fig. 16.

The constant surface potential curves have

a very similar form to the curve used by Andersen and
Hinthorne in evaluating T and Pg .

The curve of Andersen

I

and Hinthorne, however, was originally obtained empiri
cally by evaluating the experimental values of T and Pg
obtained from many samples using the thermodynamic model
and not by this theoretical approach.^
A computer program,

CARISMA, written by Andersen

and Hinthorne to perform the calculations of their
model, was used for the secondary ion calculations in
this study.

The data listed in Table I were used to

calculate T and P g with CARISMA.

The analytical methods

are discussed in more detail in Appendix B .
Values of T and Pg which gave the most consistent
results were obtained from the known concentrations of
boron and phosphorus.

The values of T and log Pg

--FROM

ANDERSEN

IOeV

81—
2000

-

4000

6000

8000

10000

TEMPERATURE

FIG. 16.

12000

14000

16000

( 0 K)

log Pg versus T dependences for different work function voltages.
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obtained for the

beam data in Table I are 6 3 8 0 °K

and 5-22 respectively.

As mentioned, the known concen

trations a.nd count rates of boron and phosphorus were
used to obtain these values of T and log P .

These

values were obtained by scanning the region of T and
log P g illustrated in Fig. 15 until the difference in
the predicted and known concentrations of boron and
phosphorus were minimized.

The predicted values are

listed in Table I I 1 without and with the nitrogen data.
The predicted concentrations agree with the known con
centrations for silicon, boron, and phosphorus but not
for the arsenic or nitrogen values.
The predictions of phosphorus found by Andersen
and Hinthorne

28

using CARISMA were typically low by a.

factor of three; therefore, the phosphorus count rate
was multiplied by three and the calculations redone.
The values of T and log P g now predicted are 8400°K and
6 .1 0 , again using the known concentrations of boron and

phosphorus.

The predicted concentrations using three

times the phosphorus count rate are listed in Table III.
Again there is a good fit for silicon and boron but poor
fit for arsenic.

However, the predicted value of .
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TABLE II.

CARISMA predictions using Ng+ data and

the known concentrations of B and P.

PREDICTED CONCENTRATIONS

(T = 6380°K, log Pg = 5-22)
ELEMENT

Without Nitrogen

W

With Nitrogen
(*)

Si

99.70

1.03

B

0.012

0.00013

P

0.029

0.00030

As

0.26

0.0027

N

98.97

6o
TABLE III.

CARISMA predictions using N^+ data and

the known concentrations of B and P, with P+

count rate

times three.

PREDICTED ATOMIC CONCENTRATIONS
T = 8400°K, log P = 6 . 1 0

ELEMENT

Without Nitrogen

With Nitrogen

99-84
0.011
0.029

0.12

0.018
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nitrogen has become much more reasonable.

The reason

for the factor of three error in phosphorus predictions
is not accurately known, but the arsenic predictions are
in error by a factor of five to twelve independent of the
phosphorus error.

Thus, the thermodynamic model does

not appear to accurately predict the arsenic concentrations in silicon, when sputtering with a

+

beam.

When the oxygen data is analyzed using CARISMA,
values of 7 6 2 0 °K and 5-23 are obtained for T and log P g
using the known concentrations of boron and phosphorus.
The data is tabulated in Table IV.

Again, the concen

trations of silicon, boron, and phosphorus appear to
agree with prediction; however,

the predicted arsenic

concentration again appears to be much lower.

The

predicted oxygen concentration is much too high.

If

the monoxide and dioxide concentrations are included in
the calculations,2® ’

values of 53^00K and 1.26 are

obtained for T and log P .

The predictions,

Table IV,

for arsenic and oxygen are actually worse than before.
If one increases the phosphorus count rate by a
factor of three, values of 1 0 ,5 2 0 °K and 7.18 are ob
tained for T and P

when the monoxide and dioxide

TABLE IV.

CARISMA predictions using

data and the known

concentrations of B and P.

PREDICTED-CONCENTRATIONS
Without SiO+ Data
T = 7620, log P e = 5.23
ELEMENT

Without Oxygen
W

With Oxygen
(#)

With SiO Data
T = 3340°K, log Po = 1.26
Without Oxygen
W

With Oxygen

Si

99.77

4.35

99.87

0.88

B '

0.0095

0.00041

0.011

0.000096

P

0.023

0.0010

0.023

0.00020

As

0.20

0.0087

0.094

0.00082

ON

ro

0

95.6

99.1
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concentrations are not included, while values of 1 1 , l 4 0 ° K
and 7-51 a r e .obtained when they are included.

The pre

dicted concentrations of silicon, boron, phosphorus, and
oxygen,

Table V, are in agreement whether the monoxide

and dioxide molecules are included or n o t .
arsenic concentration, however,
to 22.

The predicted

is off by a factor of 15

These values of T and log P , however, are

similar to the values Andersen and Hinthorne typically
pQ

obtained when analyzing silicates.
As previously mentioned, no set of T and

could

be found which would ^ive accurate predicted concentra
tions for all five elements in the samples.

One could

obtain reasonable predicted values for silicon, boron,
phosphorus, nitrogen, and oxygen if one multiplied the
phosphorus count rate by a. factor of three.

However, the

arsenic predictions would be in error by a factor of
5 to 20.
This is illustrated more clearly in Fig. 17» where
In

(I^+ Q j°/C^ Q

) has been plotted as a function of

ionization energy.

The j refers to various elements

(B, P, Si, As, N , 0) analyzed,

is their known con

centration, and the error bars correspond to - 50 $

TABLE V.

CARISMA predictions using 0

+

data and the known

- -L

concentrations of B and P, with P

count rate times three.

PREDICTED CONCENTRATIONS
Without SiO Data
T = 10,520°K, log P e = ?.18
ELEMENTS

Without Oxygen
(#)

With Oxygen
(#)

,+
With SiCT Data
T = 11,140°K, log P = .7 . 5 1
Without Oxygen

With Oxygen
(#)

Si

99.89

33.9

99.90

4 3 .6

B

0.008

0 .002?

0.010

0.0044

P

0.023

0 .00?8

0.023

0.010

As

0.091

0.031

0.065

0.028

0

66.

Vfo

56.3#

o\
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of I .

values.

If there existed a set of T and P

U

©

which would accurately predict all concentrations,
one would be able to connect them with one straight
line.

Clearly, this Is not the case, and arsenic

appears to be the element most in error.
The differences in the predicted and actual con
centrations of phosphorus and arsenic could possibly
be related to surface neutralization via resonance or
Auger electron surface transitions, Fig. 2.

The ground

state energy level of the ions is illustrated in Fig. 18
with respect to electron band levels of SiOg, Si^N^
and Si.^^'^2 During Ng+ bombardment of silicon, an
amorphous Si N

x y

compound will form at the surface while

an amorphous 81^0^ compound will form during Og+ bom
bardment.

These compounds may exhibit electronic levels

similar to Si^N^ and SiOg compounds.

Thus, as the ^lp+

and ^ A s + ions leave the surface, it may be possible
for electrons to tunnel from the valence bands of these
amorphous compounds to energy levels of the ions, reducing
the ion yield.

The actual energy levels are shifted

near the surface, but the Si

""t*

and B

4-

ion levels should

remain higher so that less tunneling occurs to them
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FIG. 18.

Illustration of free atom ionization

energy levels and bands for Si, Si^N^, and SiO2 .
(Ref

86 and 92)
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from the valence bands.

The tunneling probability,

E q . (l), is related to the ion velocity.
of the As

The velocity

•

ions is expected to be lower than the P

ion because of its larger mass.

-4-

This will increase the

tunneling probability for As+ ions causing a larger re
duction of As+ ions than P+ ion s .

Thus, the thermo

dynamic model may predict sputtered ion yields ac
curately before the ions leave the surface, but neutral
ization processes occur while the ions leave the surface,
reducing this yield for some of the ions.

Although

this model can give qualitative agreement for the
reduced As+ ions,, the validity of these tunneling
transitions during sputtering is not completely estab
lished, and this model presently appears to be questionable.
The errors in the prediction of arsenic and phos
phorus may also be due to errors in the parameters, used
for the calculations.

These could be inaccurate values

for the partition functions and inaccurate accounting
of other sputtered species, such as molecules and
negative ions.

Expected errors in these parameters

are not large enough to account for the low arsenic
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predictions, but they may account for the apparent factor
of three error in phosphorus predictions.
The plasma temperatures predicted using Andersen's
thermodynamic model on silicon samples were 8400°K for
N 2+ bombardment and approximately I l O O O 0K for oxygen
bombardment.

These temperatures will be compared with

results from the sputter-induced photon emission data.
The photon emission data will also be analyzed assuming
that a plasma in local thermodynamic equilibrium exists.
Thus, the validity of the thermodynamic equilibrium
model can be evaluated by comparing the secondary ion
I

and photon emission temperature predictions.
B.
I.

Photon Emission

Experimental Results
Sputter-induced photon emission data were ob

tained using argon, nitrogen, and oxygen bombardment
of silicon.

The relative silicon line intensities are

compared as a function of both beam species and beam
energy.

The interpretation of the data using thermo

dynamic models is delayed until the analysis section.
The ion beam energy was varied from 5 to 20 keV, with
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p
current densities of 0.1 to 0.8 ma/cm .

Spectra ob

tained at 20 keV energy and at a current density of
approximately 0.2 ma/cm

are illustrated in Fig. 19-21

for argon, nitrogen, and oxygen beams respectively.
There is a general increase in intensity of most
Si I lines going from argon bombardment to nitrogen
bombardment, then to oxygen bombardment.

The Si I

2518 A line detector current increased by approximately
a factor of six upon changing from an argon to a nitrogen
beam and by another factor of five upon changing from
a nitrogen to an oxygen beam.

Although these numbers

have not been very accurately.determined, there is a
definite trend, which is consistent with results from
other investigators.
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The background radiation in the region of 5000 to
3000 A was much larger for nitrogen and oxygen' bombard
ment than for argon bombardment.

This, too, is con-

sistent with results of other investigators

14 44
’
who

find a larger background for solids which have high
cohesive energy.
duce Si N

x y

surface.

The nitrogen and oxygen beams pro

and Si 0

x y

compounds, respectively, at the .

These would be expected to have higher

(X 1/3)
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Illustration of detector current versus wavelength for silicon

sample bombarded with 20 keV argon beam.
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sample bombarded with 20 keV nitrogen beam.
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Illustration of detector current versus wavelength for a silicon

sample bombarded with 20 keV oxygen beam.
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cohesive energy than silicon bombarded with argon.

The

shape of the background spectrum in Fig. 20 and 21 is
due mostly to the spectral response of the detector
system and should not be interpreted as the actual
background shape.

The background radiation was sub

tracted from peaks to obtain the currents used for the
lines in this study.
Although the detector currents of most Si I lines
increased significantly going from argon to nitrogen to

.

oxygen bombardment, the Si II 3858 A and Si III 3801 A
lines did not have this strong bombarding species depend
ence.

This result has also been noted by other investiOp

tors.

The detector currents of.the Si II and Si

III

lines do increase with the beam energy much more than the
Si I 2518 A line does, as illustrated in Fig. 22-24.
In these figures, the ratio of detector current of the
Si II 3858 A and Si III 3 8 IO A lines to the Si I 2518 A
detector current is plotted

as a function of beam

energy.
The detector current ratios for some Si I lines
to the Si I 2518 A detector current are illustrated
in Fig. 25-27 for argon, nitrogen and oxygen beams
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respectively.

Except for a slight decrease in the

relative current with energy of the Si I 2215 A lines
under argon bombardment, there is little difference in
the relative currents at each bombarding beam energy
level.

It should be noted again that the detector cur

rents of the lines actually increase with increasing
bombardment energy.

The figures are an illustration

of the relative currents compared to the Si 2518 A
•line at each energy level.

Thus, only beam energy changes

different than the Si I 2518 A line energy dependence
are illustrated in the figures.
There is some difference in the relative intensities
of the Si I lines for the different bombarding species;
however,

these differences are much smaller than the

absolute intensity increases going from argon to nitrogen
to oxygen beams.

The relative detector currents of

the Si I lines evaluated at each condition (beam
species and beam energy) are only slightly dependent
on bombardment species (argon, nitrogen, and oxygen) and
bombardment energy (5-20 k e V ).

This is much different

than the relative intensities of the Si II and Si III
lines to Si I lines, which depend strongly on the
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.

!bombarding energy.
2.

Data Analysis
As- mentioned previously,

equations for a plasma

in LTE were used to evaluate the sputter-induced photon
emission data.

The assumption is similar to that used

by Andersen and Hinthorne for their secondary ion
emission model.

Temperatures are predicted using the

photon emission data, and these are compared to the
temperatures predicted from secondary ion emission data.
Under LTE the free electron temperature, atom and ion
kinetic energy temperature,

ionization temperature,

and atom excitation temperature are all the sam e .

Com

paring the atom excitation temperature, which is obtained
from the photon emission results, to the ionization
temperature, which is obtained from the secondary ion
results, one can determine if LTE actually exists.

LTE

exists only if the temperatures are the same.
If one assumes that LTE exists for the excited
atoms,

ions and free electrons, the Boltzmann distri

bution function can be used to predict the excited
states of atoms and ions.

From photon intensity measure;
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men t s , this means that the intensity is given by :-

83
gf
I = - O exp(-E/kT)
Xj

(13)

where g is the statistical weight of the lower state,
f is the absorption oscillator strength,
wavelength,

X is the

and E is the energy of the upper state.

The

unknown on the right side of the equation is temperature.
If one plots ln(I X^/gf) versus E for the various
photon lines,

the results obtained should lie on a

straight line with a. slope of -1/kT. - This is then
a method for obtaining the temperature and checking
the existence of a Boltzmann distribution of the energy
levels.

The absolute values of .intensity are not re

quired to obtain T in this manner;■ only relative in
tensity and f-values are required.'
The Si I lines and the detector current for the Si I
lines used are tabulated in Table VI, for the beam
energy of 20 keV.
chromator,

The response of the lens, mono

and detector are assumed to be flat in this

region of interest (2900 A - 2100 A).

This has been

discussed in Chap. Ill and is based on (l) the expected
relatively flat response in the quantum efficiency of
sodium salicylate and (2) the calibration of the system

TABLE

VI.

intensity

The

detector

in region

2900

current
A

to

2100

of

some

Si

lines,

which

a r e 'p r o p o r t i o n a l

A.

PHOTOMULTIPLIER CURRENT
(nA)
(20 k e V B e a m E n e r g y )

WAVELENGTH

(A)

Argon Beam

Nitrogen Beam

Oxygen Beam

2882

0.84

6 .7

48.

2518

5-0

28 .

1? 0 .

2435

0.30

3.1

16 .

2215

3-2

12.

57-'

2124

0.1

1.1

5-1

CO
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using a deuterium la m p .

The errors in relating detector

current to relative response are believed to be less
than ^ 30%' for this region.

The errors in measuring

relative currents are expected to be less than - 20$.
Thus, the total relative intensity errors are expected
to be less than - 50 $.
The absolute gf-values obtained in the literature
vary by a considerable amount.
values,

However,

the relative

except for the Si I 2215 A line, are consistent

The gf-values obtained are listed in Table VII along
with other related information.^ ^

The resolution

of the monochromator was approximately 40 A; therefore,
some lines near 2518 A and 2215 A could not be resolved
The gf-values used for these were the sum of the gfvalues of all lines that could not be resolved.

The

errors caused by this approximation are expected to
be small.
Plots of the In(I X^/gf) versus E points are il
lustrated in Fig. 28-30 for the argon, nitrogen, and
oxygen beams, respectively.

Clearly there is a wide

variation in the points depending on which set of
parameters one uses.

However, to obtain a temperature

TABLE VII.

Transition probability data for some Si I lines.

Energy Levels
(eV) (Ref.110:
WAVE.
LENGTH(A)

Lower

Upper

gf-Values

Griems ^3

Corliss ^

Wiese.

Gartz??

Curtis

2882

0.8

5-1

0.275

1-9

0.655

0.708

2518

6.0-

4.9

0.372

4.33

1.395

1.49

0.03
2435

0.8

5-9

0.53

6 .7 *

2215

0.00.03

5 ■6

4.18

0.83*

2124

0.?8

6.6

0-531

3.0*

0.612

^Multiplied by ten to.account for error (Ref.

0.854**
-

98, p. 28)

**Includes correction for all wavelengths near 2208 A.
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which is related to the slope only consistent relative
values are needed.
Griem

Except for Si I 2215 A points of

and Corliss, the relative values appear to be

consistent.

More recent values

96 97

for the 2215 A

line indicates that the relative gf-values of both
Corliss et a l . and Griem appear to be in error.
A new plot of In (I X-Vgf) versus E points is
illustrated in Fig. 3 1 , where now only the gf-values
given by Griem are used, excluding the 2215 A line.
The four wavelength points appear to align fairly well,
with temperatures given as 4240°K for argon beam, 4 8 6 0 °K
for nitrogen beam, and 4450°K for oxygen beam.

The

error bars noted are the - 5 0 ^ values expected from
the experimental evaluation of intensity.
well within these limits.

The fit is

If the gf-values of Corliss

et al. are used with these four wavelengths,

temperatures

approximately 10 $ higher are obtained,.
The obtained temperatures of 4000-5000oK are con
sistent with values others have obtained sputtering
different materials.

^

The Boltzmann distribution function appears to
predict the electron energy distribution of the excited
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Illustration of In(I X^/gf) values using

Griem's values for gf as a function of energy of upper
state for 20 keV bombardment.
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states' of neutral silicon atoms during sputtering fairly
well.

The predicted temperatures are about the same for

argon, nitrogen, and oxygen b e a m s .

Since the relative

intensity of these four wavelengths did not change
significantly over the range of bombardment energy
(5 - 2 0 k e V ), the temperature is independent, of the
beam energy.

These results are rather surprising,

since

the absolute intensities of these wavelengths are a
strong function of both bombarding species and energy
of bombardment.

The absolute intensity dependence on

beam energy may be related to sputtering rate, which
tends to increase with energy in this region of energy;
however,

intensity dependence on bombarding species can

definitely not be explained by temperature differences.
,, .
70 80
White et a l . ’
have developed a model, which
was discussed in Chap. I I r

that has been used to explain

the beam species dependence.

The model assumes that

surface transitions such as resonance and Auger compete
with the photon emission process.

When oxygen is

introduced to silicon, a large band gap is formed re
ducing these surface transitions and increasing the.
photon emission.

The approximate band structure of Si, ■
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Si^N^, and SiO2^2 and the energy levels'^ of these
Si I transitions are illustrated, in Fig. 32.

It is very

difficult to know the surface electronic structure of sili
con while it is being bombarded with either argon, nitro
gen,

or oxygen.

However,

one would expect that there

would be changes in the tunneling probability of electrons
from the upper state of these levels to the solid surface
as the beam changes from argon to nitrogen to oxygen.
Also, the change in tunneling probability is expected to
differ depending on the energy of the upper level.

This

would result in changes in the relative intensities of
the lines emitted.

No larger differences were observed,

however, which places in question the validity of this
model,

in which resonance transitions reduce the number

of sputter-excited atoms under argon bombardment.

Also,

if electrons are tunneling from the upper excited state
of sputtered atoms to the conduction band (argon bom
bardment of silicon),

one would expect that the secon

dary ion yield would increase as the photon yield
decreases.

However, the secondary ion emission of Si+

is much lower with argon bombardment than oxygen bom
bardment.

Thus, the validity of the model appears to
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Illustration of the energy levels of some

Si I lines of free atoms and the bands of Si, Si^N^, and
SiO2 -

(Ref.

92 and 94)
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be in question,

and there are presently no other

models .that accurately explain this photon enhancement
with oxygen bombardment.
Since the energy levels of the silicon lines are
so close, a large error can result when these are used
q

O

for temperature measurements.

Another approach is

to use the intensity ratios of lines from ion to neutral.
The equation is basically a combination of E q . (?) for
ion to neutral density and E q . (13) for the photon
emission intensity. ^ '"L00

In this case the temperature

of the electrons is assumed to be the same for ions
and neutrals.

The equation for the relative intensity

of photons emitted from ions to the photons emitted
from neutrals is*.

where

2

F2 TT M kTl 1.5 g V - (
e

X0)3

- (E++I-E0 )

N

L

X+ )3

kT

h2

J

gOf=(

(14)

(*) refers to ion values and (o) refers to neutral

atoms values,

I is the ionization energy, and E+ and E0

are energies of upper states compared to ground states
of ion (+) and atom (o), respectively.
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The wavelengths used for this analysis are Si I
3906 A and Si II 3858 A.

These wavelengths are also

in a region where intensity variations in the system
should be small.- Thus, the relative intensities will
be proportional to detector current.

Using oxygen

data at 20 keV bombardment energy, the relative intensity
of these two wavelengths is approximately 0.23 - 5 0 #
(I+/I°).

If the plasma condition T = ll,l40°K and
p f)
0.2099 x 10
as determined by CARISMA for oxygen

bombardment of silicon is used,
ratio of 0.001.

one obtains a predicted
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Values from Wiese et al.

gf-values were used.

for the

These values are not expected to

give nearly that large of an error; thus, there is no
correlation between the CARISMA predicted temperature
and these photon emission data.

The Si I intensity

predictions are. much higher than those actually mea
sured.

If one uses data from argon and nitrogen bom

bardment,

the correlation is even worse, since the Si I

photons are very dependent on bombarding species (lower
for nitrogen and argon), and the Si II photons are not.
The temperatures as determined from photon emission of
Si I lines data were 42400K for argon bombardment, 486o°K
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for nitrogen "bombardment and 44500K for oxygen bombard
ment.

The temperature is not strongly dependent on

the beam species or the energy of the beam.

Comparing

the intensity of a Si II line to a Si I line using the
plasma conditions determined from ion emission data
results in a large predicted error.

The intensity

ratio of Si Il line to Si I line is much larger than
expected.
C.

Discussion

Analysis of data from silicon samples using
thermodynamic models indicates that temperatures pre
dicted from secondary ion emission data do not corres
pond to those obtained from the photon emission data.
The relative secondary ion yields can be fit using the
thermodynamic models fairly well, with the exceptions
of arsenic and, to a lesser extent, phosphorus.
wise,

Like

one can fit the relative intensities of many .

Si I lines using the thermodynamic model.

However,

the temperatures obtained from secondary ion data do not
correspond to the temperatures obtained from photon
emission data.
The different temperatures may be related to
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the charge state of the sputtered particle, for there
also does not appear to be a common temperature re
lating the relative intensity of Si I lines to Si II
lines.

Andersen^" ^

has also found this difference

when trying to relate ions of different charge.

The

tendency is for the higher charged levels to be more
abundant than expected from a common temperature for
all states.
That a common temperature could not be obtained
from the secondary ion and photon data indicates that
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) does not exist.
Thus, the Boltzmann distribution function would not
be expected to predict the occupational statistics
of the various energy levels.

The good fit that Ander

son and Hinthorne obtained with secondary ion data and
that this study obtained with Si I lines may be because
only energy levels within a small region of energy
were used.

Thus, a difference in the experimental

occupational statistics from those predicted from
Boltzmann distribution function are not as pronounced.
When energy levels are included from a much wider
region of energy, such as when comparing different
ionized states, it becomes apparent that the Boltzmann
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distribution function does not apply and no LTE tem
perature exists.
The differences obtained in temperatures for the
neutral and the singly ionized state do not appear to
be related to surface transistions such as resonance,
■

Aug e r , and thermionic emission.

These surface transi

tions typically reduce the number of ions more than
neutrals.
sion.

This is especially true for thermionic emis

An exception is the resonance transition which

de-excites an excited sputtered neutral and creates an
ion, increasing the ion-to-excited-neutral ratio.

How

ever, this transition was found to be unlikely during
the analysis of the photon emission data.
Additional weaknesses in the thermodynamic models
are noted when one attempts to account for the dif
ferences in ion and photon yields obtained as ion beam
species is changed.

The temperatures obtained from

the Si I lines during argon, nitrogen, and oxygen bom
bardment were 4500oK, -10$.

However, the intensity

varied a factor of 30 for these beam species,
while their sputtering rates are expected to vary
by no more than -30$.

Likewise, the different temper

atures obtained from the ion data for nitrogen and
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oxygen bombardment do not account for the differences
in ion signals.

The oxygen bombardment results in a

factor of 30-40 increase in Si+ signal over tha.t ob
tained using a nitrogen beam.
T h u s , t h e present thermodynamic models do not
adequately describe the secondary ion and photon emis
sion data during the ion bombardment of silicon.

How

ever, the results of this study do indicate a direction
for further analysis.

The predictions from the LTE

plasma equations used during this study are usually
assumed to be dominated by collisions of free electrons
■93
with the atoms within the pla s m a .

If free electron-

atom type collisions are dominating the sputtered ion
and sputtered excited atom processes, a completely
new approach in secondary ion and sputter-induced
photon emission theories would be indicated.
The results obtained during this study indicate
that although LTE does not exist, the production mechanism
for the secondary ions and sputter-induced photon emis
sion processes appears to be related.

The differences

appear to be related to the degree of excitation.
Further experimental investigations are required in
order to obtain abetter understanding of sputtered ion
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and photon emission processes.

More evaluation of the

models on other materials with additional emphasis on
electron emission would appear to "be the "best direction
of effort.

V.

SUMMARY

This.study evaluated the use of related thermo
dynamic models to predict both secondary ion emission
and photon emission results during low energy ion bom
bardment of silicon.

The secondary ion emission data

was evaluated, using the Saha-Eggert equation with the
computer program GARISMA.

The program was developed

by Andersen and Hinthorne to predict the concentrations
of elements within the solid from the secondary ion
emission data.

The photon emission data was evaluated

assuming that the LTE exists for the excited sputtered
atoms.
The results of the secondary ion emission analysis
indicate that arsenic does not fit the thermodynamic
model using CARISMA by a factor of ten to twenty.

Pre

viously, Andersen and Hinthorne had found CARISMA to
predict phosphorus concentrations low by a factor of
three, which also appears to be the case for the data
analyzed during this study.

The temperatures predicted

using CARISMA are approximately 8400°K for N^+ beam
and approximately 11,OOO0K for O^+ beam.
The photon emission data was evaluated assuming
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that the occupancy of electrons in energy levels of atoms
is governed by Boltzmann statistics. ' Comparing the in
tensities of four Si I lines, temperatures of 4240°K,
4860°K and 4450°K were obtained for argon, nitrogen,
and oxygen bombardment, respectively.

Comparing the

intensity of the Si II -3858 A line to the Si I - 3 9 0 6 A
line, errors of a factor of 200 in the relative intensi
ties were obtained, using the CARISMA predicted plasma
condition under oxygen bombardment.
The results indicate that although temperatures can
be defined in some cases for the secondary ion emission
and photon emission data separately, there does not
exist a LTE between the differently charged sputtered
particles.

That temperatures have been found for

excited neutral states and singly charged ions, separately
is still a. puzzle.
Larger secondary ion and photon emission signals
were noted when a reactive gas such as oxygen was
used for bombardment compared to.an argon beam.

This

difference cannot be explained using thermodynamic
0 Z

models.

Andersen^

assumes that thermionic emission

of electrons from the solid surface occurs reducing
the secondary ion yields during argon bombardment.
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The difference in photon emission using oxygen and argon
beams has been explained by White et a l ^ ’^

assuming

that surface resonance and Auger electron transitions
reduce the photon emission during argon bombardment.
Data obtained during this study.indicate that both
models for emission enhancement with oxygen beam are
in error.
and Si

The'oxygen bombardment increases both Si+

ion yields, and this cannot be resolved using

the thermionic emission mod e l .

The resonance transitions

would be expected to exhibit large energy level depen
dences which were not observed.

Al s o , resonance transi

tions of electrons from the excited states of sputtered
atoms to the solid surface would result in an increase
in positive ions which does not occur.
The study has cast doubt on the validity that local
thermodynamic equilibrium exists during ion bombardment
of solids.

However, the study does not disprove the

accuracy of Andersen's thermodynamic model for inter
preting secondary ion emission data, except for the
case of arsenic.

However, the reason that Andersen's

model works is still a puzzle.

The models proposed to

explain oxygen enhancement of both secondary ions and
photon emission appear to be insufficient.

Thus, the
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process of secondary ion emission and photon emission
during ion bombardment of solids is still not well
understood, and new models must be developed which can
accurately explain these results.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
Additional secondary ion models are included in this
appendix.

These models were not relevant to the evalu

ation of the thermodynamic model so they were not
included in the body of the text.

They ar e , however,

important in evaluating the overall status of secondary
ion emission.

Thus, for a more complete report these

■

models have been included in this appendix.
Two quantum mechanical models which have been
developed are the molecular-orbital theory of Sroubek
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103
and the quantum-mechnical model, of Schroeer et al. ■
The model of Schroeer et al. assumes that the sputtered
atoms leave the metal surface initially as neutral
atoms in their ground state.

The ionization occurs

when electrons make transitions away from the atoms as
the atoms leave the surface.. The result obtained from
their analysis is given by:
R+ = (A(l-<£ ))2

(hv/a(l- 4>))n

where I is the ionization energy of the free atom,

(15)
is

the work function, v is the velocity of the atom perpen
dicular to the surface, and a and n are adjustable
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parameters.

Schroeer et a l . have obtained a good fit for

the sputtered ion yields of many metals.
as Gries et a l . ,

Wittmaach

Others, such

Narusuwa et al.,^0 and

Dusterhoft et a l .,

have used Schroeer’s equation to

evaluate their data.

Gries et al. have also combined

Schroeer's equation with Sigmund's sputtering equation.
The chemical model"*"0^ has been used to explain the
large increases in the ion yields of some metals when
osygen is present.

The theory assumes that in a pure

metal such as Cu or Al, the electrons surround each atom
equally, while in an oxide such as AlgO^ or Cu O , the
metal becomes somewhat positively charged, and the oxygen
atom

becomes negatively charged.

If they are then sud

denly separated via the sputtering process, the metal is
assumed to more likely be sputtered as a positive ion
while the oxygen sputters as a negative ion.

Although

the model gives qualitative agreement with some experi
mental data,

other surface phenomena are much more

important in determining the chemical effects on ion
y i elds.
The kinetic model, which is based on Auger ionization,
has been proposed by Joyes .

^

The kinetic model
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assumes that some of the atoms sputtered from the solid
leave the surface as neutrals, but in a highly excited
state.

The excited atoms then decay via the Auger

ionization process.

Separated from the solid, when the

Auger transition occurs, the ion formed thus remains
an ion unaffected by surface transitions.

The time

constants for the Auger transitions are on the order
of IO"14 to IO"16 seconds.

Thus, sputtering collisions

which created the innercore electron vacancies must
also give the atom enough energy to quickly leave the
surface before the Auger transition occurs.
There is good experimental evidence to support the
kinetic model.

Auger electrons characteristic of the

atoms from the solid have been measured during ion bom
bardment by many investigators.109-11?

Also, the width

of the Auger electron energy peak during ion bombardment
is not as broad as those induced by an electron beam.
This may be due to a reduction in chemical energy shifts.
Thus, the ion-induced Auger electrons may originate from
atoms not as bound to the surface as the electron in
duced Auger electrons are, which is the first few atomic
layers for electron-induced Auger electrons.

Although there is experimental evidence to support
Joyes1 kinetic model, it does not account for all known
experimental data.

When oxygen is absorbed on metal sur

faces, the positive ion yield of metal atoms typically
increases.

Yet, the actual number of Auger electrons-

emitted decreases.110

However, the model does appear to

give better agreement with double and triple charged ion
yields.

It may also be important in the prediction of

ion yields for sputtered ions of higher kinetic energy,
the higher kinetic energy being related to the higher
energy transfer need for innercore vacancy creation.

APPENDIX B
The calculations performed in "the computer program
CARISMA are discussed in more detail in this appendix.
A l s o , results from these calculations are presented for
the elements used during this study.
In using the Saha-Eggert equation to predict sput
tered ion concentrations, one needs to relate the secon
dary ion count rates to the predicted ratios of ion
density to neutral density.

It is assumed that the ef

ficiency for collecting the sputtered ion particles is the
same for all sputtered particles independent of the ele
ment.

The detected count rates are related to concen

tration by:

N 3+

R j+ = k Cj jj-T

(16)

I
where

is the detected count rate of element j, k is

a constant independent of j,

is the predicted con-

+
centration of element j , N . is the density of positively
J
”fc
charged particles of element j , and
is the density
of the total number of particles of element j .

The ratio

of positively sputtered ions to the total number of
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sputtered atoms of element j is assumed to be equal to
the density ratio ( N ^ / N ^ ) which is related to the
Saha-Eggert equation, E q . (7 ).
There is an additional unknown k besides the
plasma parameters Pg .

In order to obtain k, a restriction

is applied to the C Vs, which is given by:

2 c. = constant

(l?)

During this study, the concentrations used were for the
samples prior to bombardment.

Thus, the constant was

10076 for elements B , Si, P, and As.

The beam elements

(nitrogen and oxygen) were excluded from this sum, and
therefore,

from the determination of the constants.

obtain values for these unknowns

(T, P ,

To

and k), T and

P g are varied until Z is minimized, where Z is given by:

= 2
1=1

(18)

where n is the number of elements with known concentration,
*

is the known concentration of element i, CD is the
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predicted concentration of element i , and CX^ is the
*
smaller of CX
and C^.
The original CARISMA program
used C.L = Ci , but this has been changed for this
study.
Due to the coupling of the concentrations of known
elements with those of unknown elements-by E q . (Iy)il
the determination of unknowns is not a straight: forward
calculation of three unknowns from three equations.
Rather, all elements listed,

except beam elements, are

included in 'Eq. (17), although only two elements may
be used in E q . (18).
Results of these calculations are tabulated in
Tables V H I - X I I I for data obtained during this study.
The values of T and P g were determined without the
nitrogen and oxygen signals, but the concentrations are
renormalized including the nitrogen and oxygen signals.
The predicted nitrogen and oxygen signals are thus an
independent evaluation of the T. and Pg determined,
since they were not included in E q . (1 7 ) and did not
influence the determination of T and P .

One needs to

e

evaluate the tabulated data with the known concentrations
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TABLE VIII.

Comparison of measured concentrations

with predictions using CARISMA. (N + bea m ) .

ELEMENT AND
MEASURED '
CONCENTRATION
W) ,

PREDICTED CONCENTRATIONS (%)
Elements Used To Determine T and log P
B1 P
Sb , A s
P, As
| >p > Ag

=5400°K T=6 3 8 0 °K fr=4080°K r=538o"K
LogPr3-09 IOgI^5 ■22 SlogP=-O .65 LogP=4.15

Without
Nitrogen
B (0 .0 1 3 )

0.013

0 .012

0.013

0.013

Si(98.6)

99.5

99.7

98.3

99.5

P (0.029)

0.063

0.029

0.29

0.065

As (1.4)

0.46

0 .26

1.4

0.47

B

0.000016

0.00013

0.0000002

0.000016

N ( < 78 )

99.87

98.97

99.998

I 99.88

Si

0.125

1.03

0.0016

I 0.117

P

0.000078

0.0003

0.000005

0.000076

0.0027

0.000023

0.00056

With
Nitrogen

As

I 0.00058
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TABLE IX.

Comparison of measured concentrations

with predictions using CARISMA (N^+ "beam, P+ x 3) •

ELEMENT AND
MEASURED
CONCENTRATION

PREDICTED CONCENTRA TIONS (fo)
Elements Ised To De termine T and log Pe
B , P, As
B, As
B, P
P, As
T= 6 l 2 0 °K
r=8400°K
r=4080°K I=6l40°K
logP=4.91 IogP= 6 .10 loS ^ - C *65 IogP=4 .8 9

Without
Nitrogen
B (0.013)

0.012

0.011

0.013

0.012

Si(98.6)

99.6

99.8

97.7

99.6

P (0.029)

0.10

0.029

0.87

0.10

A s ( l .4)

0.30

0.12

1.4

0.29

B

0.000078

0.0016

0.0000002

0.000081

N (<?8)

99.4

34.4

99.998

9 9 .3 .

Si

0.628

15.6

0.0016

0.654

P

0.00066

0.0045

0.000014

0.00067

As

0.0019

0.018

0.000023

0.0019

With
Nitrogen
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T A B L E X.

Comparison

with predictions

ELEMENT AND
MEASURED
CONCENTRATION
W

of m e a s u r e d

using CARISMA

concentrations

( O ^ r beam,

without

SiO+ ) .

PREDICTED CONCENTRATIONS (%)
Elements used to Determine T and log I
B, P, As p, P
I B 1 As
P, As
T=6080°K-

Without
Oxygen
B (0.011)

0.011

0.0095.

0.012

0,011

Si(98.6)

99-5

99.8 .

98.3

99.5

P (0.02])

0.061

0.023

0.32

0.060.

As ( l .4)

0.41

0.20

1.4

0.40

B

0.000054

0.00041

0.000001

0.000055

o (<?6)

995

95.6

99.989

99.5

Si

0.50

4.3

0.011

0.50 .

P

0.0003

0.0010

0.000036

0.00031

As

0.0020

0.0087

0.00016

0.0021

With
Oxygen
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TABLE XI.

Comparison of measured concentrations with

predictions using CARISMA (O^+ "beam, without SiO , P

ELEMENT AND
MEASURED
CONCENTRATION
W

x 3) •

PREDICTS]D CONCENTRE\TI0NS (#)
' Elements Used To Dijtermine T and log P e
B, P
P, As
B, As
B lP lAs
T=7l40°K
T=7100°K T=10520°K t =444 o °k
log%=l.
21
IogP=5«50
logP=5-50 Iog^= 7 •18

Without
Oxygen
B (0.011)

0.010

0.0080

0.012

0.010

S i (9 8 .6 )

99.6

99.87

97.6

99.6

P (0.023)

0.095

0.023

0.95

0.092

A s ( l .4)

0.25

0.091

1.40

0.25

B

0.00023

0.0027

0.000001

0.00024

0 ( < 76)

97.7

66.1

99.99

97.6

Si

2.28

33.9

0.011

2.40

P

0.0022

0.0078

0.00010

0.0022

As

0.0058

0,031

0.00015

0.0059

With
Oxygen
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T A B L E XII.
with predictions

ELEMENT AND
MEASURED
CONCENTRATION

Comparison

of.measured

using CARISMA

concentrations

(O^+ "beam, w i t h S i O + ).

PREDICTED CONCENTRATIONS (%)
Elements Used To Determine T and log P
T=6320°K

T=6500°K

B (0.011)

0 .01 ?

0.017

Si(98.6)

99-85

99.85

P (0.023)

0.028

Without
Oxygen

As (1.4)

0.11

0.11

0.11

With
Oxygen
0.00059

O.OOOO 96

0.00090

0.00020

0.0038

0.00082

0.00051

0 ( < 76)

0.00070

0.00080
0.0033

I
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TABLE XIII.

Comparison of measured concentrations

with predictions using CARISMA''(C>2+ beam, with SiO+ ,

P+ x 3).
PREDICTED CONCENTRATIONS (fo)
Elements Used To Determine T
B , P , As B , P
IB, As
r=7 l6 0 °K T=lll40°K T=6320°K
LogP=5.l5 log]|=7.51 logP=4.86

and log P
P, As
T=7020°K
logP=5-22

B (0.011)

0 .0 1 5

0 .0 1 0 '

0.017

0.015

Si(9 8 .6 )

99.8

99.90

99.8

99.8

P (0.023)

0.064

0.023

0.083

0.067

A s ( l .4)

0 .1 0

0 .0 6 5

0 .1 1

0 .1 0

0.00085

o.oo44

0.00043

0.00077

94.3

5 6 .3

97 .4

93.0

Si

5 •66

43.6

2.55

4 .9 8

P

0.0036

0 .0 1 0

0.0021

0 .0 0 3 3

As

0 .0 0 5 8

0.028

0.0027

0 .0 0 5 2

ELEMENT AND
MEASURED .
CONCENTRATION
(#)
Without
Oxygen

With
Oxygen
B
0

(<76)
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of nitrogen and oxygen in m i n d .

Then only the values

■

of T and P , determined using the known concentrations
of boron and phosphorus

(with phosphorus data multiplied

by three), appear to give reasonable results.

The

arsenic data, without some adjustments, does not appear
to fit the present thermodynamic model.
When molecules are excluded, the ratio of the number
of sputtered ions to the total number of sputtered atoms
for that element is given by:
+

+
N .
J

N. /N.(
3 z J
(19)

N.13
3

where
element j.

N..°+N.++N.
3
3
3

1+N.+/N.°+N. /N . (
3 z 3
3 z 3

is the density of negatively charged ions of
This is related to T and P
+

by the equation:
e

Ni
■ 6J
,
„
log— - = -15'30 + log— -— -1.5 log T
N.
Si°Se
3

■

(20)

5040 Ea .
+ -------where
g.°, and g

+ log N

is the electron affinity of element j and g^ ,
are the statistical weights of ion neutral

and electron respectively, which were set to one
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(SjV g j0Se = D The values of N.+/N.^ can "be calculated if T and
Pg are given, and the other parameters in E q . (6 ) and
E q . (20) are known.

As noted above, the statistical

weights in E q . (2 0 ) are assumed to be equal to o n e .

The

partition functions for positive ions, however, are
calculated in the program for each set of T and P .
The values of Q .+/Q .0 calculated for the elements used
during this study are illustrated in Fig. 33•

<x)

The positive ionization (

{0)

and negative ionization

calculations have been separated and are illustrated

separately.

The calculated 4 -ratios are illustrated

in Fig. 34-39 for the elements used during this study
as a function of both T and P .

The 4 -ratios are de

fined as follows:
+

N.+/N.'
J z J

a. =
"J

M

O

, tv

N. +N.
J

+

J

j j L M
t
/1X1
It-N
'/N

(21 )
O

Likewise, the calculated^ -ratios are illustrated in
Fig. 40-45 for the elements used during this study as a
function of both T and P .

The ^3-ratio'is defined as

N.-/N.°

follows:

(22)
N.°+N."

1+N.‘/N.(
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